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Abstract
The recent increased threat of terrorism,
coup led with the ever-present dangers
posed by natural disasters and public
health emergenCies, clearly support the
need to incorporate bioterrorism
preparedness and emergency response
material into the curricula of every health
professions school in the nation. A main
barrier to health care preparedness in
this country is a lack of coordination
across the spectrum of publiC health and
health care communities and disciplines.
Ensuring a unified and coordinated
approach to preparedness requires that
benchmarks and standards be consistent

The current increased threats of
terrorism, and other findings discussed
below, clearly suppo rt the need to
incorporate terrorism preparedness and
response material into the curricula for
every health professions school in the
nation. In this article, we describe a
process and present a list of core
competencies for terrorism preparedness.
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across health care disciplines and public
health, with the most basic level being
education of health professions students.

Educational competencies establish the
foundation that enables graduates to
meet occupational competencies.
However, educational needs for students
differ from the needs of practitioners. In
addition, there must be a clear
connection between departments of
public health and all other health care
entities to ensure prope r preparedness.

emergency preparedness to students in
the health care professions, developed in
2003 and 2004 by a team of experts
from the four hea lth professions schools
of Columbia University in New York City.
These competencies are directly
applicable to medical, dental, nursing,
and public health students. They can also
easily be adapted to other health care
disciplines, so long as differences in levels
of proficiency and the need for cl inical
competency are taken into consideration.

The authors describe both a process and
a list of core competencies for teach ing
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Introduction

fear ofbioterrorism during the two
months before the training program.
Perhaps most important, many clinicians
reported feeling ill equipped to deal with
such concerns. Data also revealed that the
clinicians' levels of knowledge of
bioterrorism were similar, regardless of
clinical specialty, educational degree, or
number of years of practice. However,
data collected after a three -hour
educational program showed that the
program increased the clinicians' overall
confidence in their ability to recognize
diseases ofbioterrorism (88.6%), to
address patient concerns about diseases
ofbioterrorism (83.2%), to treat
suspected cases (74.6%), and to properly
report suspected cases (in this instance,
to the New York City Department of
Health and Mental Hygiene). These data
suggest that bioterrorism education is
needed, and that it works.

Health care workers are the second
largest workforce in the United States,
second only to the U.S. military. In 2003,
there were nearly 2.43 million registered
nurses, 700,000 physicians, 350,000
dentists, and 450,000 public health
workers, as well as many students
enrolled in hundreds of different
professions school programs.' It is
essential for these health professionals to
be appropriately and adequately prepared
to respond to terrorism and other public
health emergencies. However, the sparse
data available suggest that health
professionals do not currently feel
competent or knowledgeable in this area,
although they would like to be.
The need
Soon after the 200 I anthrax attacks, the
Columbia University Center for Public
Health Preparedness developed and
conducted a series ofbioterrorism
educational programs. 2 A majority
(77.4%) of the 377 participating
clinicians reported having concerns about
future bioterrorism attacks. They also
reported that their patients shared these
concerns, with approximately 90% of
clinicians reporting that they had cared
for patients with complaints related to a

Other studies also indicate that clinicians
have both high levels of interest and
important knowledge gaps with respect
to bioterrorism. A survey of 614 family
physicians conducted by Chen et a1 3
found that only 18% of respondents had
any prior bioterrorism training, although
93% reported that they thought such
training was needed. Most participants
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felt more competent to deal with natural
disasters and natural infectious disease
outbreaks than with bjo~errorism, In fact,
approximately 75% considered
themselves unprepared to recognize
bioterrorism-related illnesses. Of
particular concern was the finding that
only 57% of these family physicians knew
how to report cases in which
bioterrorism was suspected.
Since the terrorist attacks of 2001,
considerable effort has been expended to
assess the capacity and capability of the
public health system to prevent, detect,
and respond to terrorist incidents
involving weapons of mass destruction
(WMDs), which are now classified as
chemical, biologic, radiologic, nuclear,
and explosive (CBRNE) agents. This
assessment includes assessment of the
skills and competencies of public health
workers in generaV as well as assessment
of health professionals within public
health agencies,5,6 academic health
centers,7 and medical specialty
practices,8,9 Medical schools have
responded to this need by starting to
integrate topics related to CBRNE agents
into their curricula. Associations of
health care schools have begun to develop
guidance on including terrorism related
information in health care schools. An
example would be the Association of
American Medical Colleges' convening of
an expert panel on this subject and the
release of the report from this group,
Training Future Physicians About
Weapons of Mass Destruction: Report of
the Expert Panel on Bioterrorism
Educa tion for Medical Srudents. lo Similar
reports have been issued by subspecialty
societies, although their focus is more
directed at the health care provider in
practice. Last, many health care schools
are trying to fill this knowledge gap by
offering students continuing medical
education (CME) courses on topics of
CBRNE agents. The difficulty faced by
this approach is that the majority of these
courses are designed based on the
assumption that participants are health
care providers who have completed their
training; thus, the courses are targeted at
functional roles of the provider in
practice. While this use of CME
programs is an attempt to incorporate
information on CBRNE agents into
health care schools, it is lacking because it
is not designed for the student or based
on the students' knowledge level and
functional role. In the end, little guidance
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is currently available regarding the
content and teaching methods that would
be most appropriate to educate health
care students on emergency preparedness
and CBRNE agents topics.
Existing curricula
Many of the subjects that would be in a
CBRNE agents curriculum are already
part of traditional curricula at schools for
health professionals, including schools of
medicine, dentistry, and nursing. Courses
in pathophysiology, toxicology, infectious
diseases, public health, emergency
preparedness/disaster response,
biostatistics, and epidemiology introduce
concepts and topics that form the
foundation for the training needed to
prepare for and respond to threats from
specific WMDs. Building on these
familiar concepts should help to ensure
that graduate health professionals are
armed with the necessary knowledge and
skills to beco me competent and prepared
physicians, dentists, nurses, public health
workers, and allied health practitioners.
Such individuals will have the clinical
knowledge and skills needed to practice
effectively in the modern environment, in
which the possibility of a CBRNE event
has become real, not just theoretical.
However, schools for health professionals
will also need to equip their students with
the skills to interact within
multidisciplinary teams in the context of
CBRNE-agents preparedness and
response, including the collection and
preservation of forensic evidence. A
coordinated and multidisciplinary
response to a terrorist attack is essential
in mitigating death and disease, while
maintaining public order and the
fundamental elements of the health care
system.
There are some existing curricula that
attempt to specifically address
bioterrorism issues. I 1- 13 However, health
care students arc a large and diverse
population, which presents a challenge to
curriculum development. Furthermore,
systematic and formal evaluations of
these curricula have not been published,
so it is not known if these various
programs are meeting their goals.
To our knowledge, none of the existing
curricula represent a systematic effort to
prepare a large cadre of health
professionals to respond to a bioterrorist
or similar public health emergency
through a multidisciplinary,

interdisciplinary, and collaborative
approach. In fact; a review of the core
curricula from 25 medical schools
identified only one curriculum that had
even a requirement for training in
bioterrorism,I4 This indicates a still
la rgely unaddressed need for training in
this area.
Governmental and academic responses
Several initiatives have been formed in
response to the various reports
identifying a need for clinical education
on terrorism with CBRNE agents.
Educational efforts are being led by
federal and state agencies; public health
departments; and schools of medicine,
dentistry, nursing, and public health.
Many curricula are also incorporating the
recently published Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC)
competencies on bioterrorism.
The US government has also passed a
number of Congressional acts calling for
a national level of readiness that
specifically addresses the need for well trained and well-prepared health care
professionals. Chief among these arc the
2003 Homeland Security Bill and the
Nunn-Lugar-Domenici Amendment of
1997. The recently enacted Public Health
Security and Bioterrorism Response Act
provides funding assistance to ensure
state and local public health
preparedness. IS
The CDC's Centers for Public Health
Preparedness have developed Web-based
training programs, conferences for
the public health workforce, seminars for
public safety employees, graduate-level
public health courses, and medical and
dental educational curricula. However,
these programs have largely targeted the
population of health professionals
already in the practice setting. To ensure
preparedness on a national level, health
professionals need to be prepared to
participate on an interdisciplinary level as
soon as they graduate and enter the
health care workforce.

Objective of this article
The current increased threats of
terrorism, coupled with the above
findings, clearly support the need to
inco rporate terrorism preparedness and
response material into the curricula for
every health professions school in the
nation. As stated earlier, in this article, we
describe a process and present a list of
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core competencies for terroris m
preparedness. Competencies are defin ed
as the knowledge, skills, and abilities
necessary for the effective and effic ien t
functionin g of an organization o r
p rofession. 16 The co mpetencies we
presen t apply to all heal th care
profession s and to medical, d ental ,
nursing, and public health students.

• Identify and develop core material t hat
cu ts across all discipl in es
• Co nstruct specific content to fi t each
discipline

Devel opment Process
Th e Columbia University Bioterrorisrn
C urriculum Develop m ent project,
established in 200 3, has four goals:

The sch ools participating in this process
are the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, the School of Oral and Dental
Surgery, the School of Nursin g, and the

• Thoroughly exam ine the existing
cur ricula at each school o n the Health
Sciences Campus to identi fy
appropriate a reas for insertion o f new
complem e ntary m aterial
• Develo p lea rn ing m od ules based on
competency

schools are located in close proximity to
each o ther o n the Health Sciences
Cam pus of Columbia U niversity in New
York C ity. The activities o f this project
were su b m itted to the Columbia Health
Sciences Cam pus IRB for review and
were found to be exe mpt act iviti es.

Methods fo r in struction incl ude lecturebased classroo m courses, Internet-based
distance learning, and use of a "disaster
learnin g laboratory."

Mailman School of Public Health. These

The Columb ia University Health Sc ien ces
Cam p us Bioterrorism C urric ulum
Enhan cem en t Team (henceforth known
as " the curric ulum team") was fo rmed as
a collaborative gro up to oversee the
process a nd achieve the goals d efined
above. Th e curriculum team is co mposed
of two members from each of the four
participating school s, one of whom is a
curri culum expert fro m that school and
one of whom is an expe rt in bioterrorism,
CBRNE agents, or disaster preparedness.
Each of the curriculum team members
served as the "curriculum shep herd" in
their home school on the health scien ces
campus. T hat is, they shepherded the new
curriculum through the curriculum
com mittee at th eir schools. Addit io nal
members with expertise in in fo rmatics
and ad minist ration were also included on
th e tea m. We felt that adeq uate
rep resentatio n from each school was
essential to facilit ate s uccessful

List 1
Terms Used to Describe t he Six Levels of Pr ofi ciency Established for Core
Competencies for Teaching Emergency Preparedness to Hea lth Professions
Students 23 *
Level 1 . " List" -+ Kno wledge: The ability to remember previousl y lea rne d material. Knowledge represents th e lowest level of lea rni ng in the
cogn itive domain . Thi s skill may involve recall of a wide range of material, from specific facts to complete theories . However, all that is required is
reca ll of the appropriate information .

Illustrative verbs: defi ne, descr ibe, enumerate, identify, label, list, match, na me, out line, reca ll, rec ite, recollect, relate, reproduce, select, state
Level 2. " Describe" -+ Compr ehension: The ability to grasp the meaning of material. This sk ill may be shown by translating material from one
form to another (words or numbers), by interpret ing materi al (explaining or summarizing), and by estimating future trends (predicting consequences
or effects).

Illustrative verbs: change, construct, convert , decode, defend, define, describe, distingu ish, discriminate, estimate, expla in, extend, generalize, give

example, ill ustrate, infer, paraph rase, predict, restate, rewrite, solve , summarize
Level 3. " Demonst rate " --J. Application : The ability to use learned material in new and concrete situations. This may incl ude the appl ication of
such things as rules, met hods, concepts, princ iples, laws, and theories.

Illustrative verbs: change , com pute, demonstrate. develop, discover. dramatize, employ, illustrate, interpret. ma ni pulate. mod ify, operate, organize ,

predict. prepare , prod uce, rel ate, solve, transfer. use
Level 4. "A n al yze" --J. lnvestigation: The ability to break down material into its com ponent parts so that its organ izationa l structure may be
understood . Th is skill may includ e the identification of the parts. analysis of the re lat ionship between parts, and recogn it ion of th e organizational
prin ciples invo lved.

Illustrative verbs: analyze, breakdown, classify, compare, contra st. determ ine, deduce, diag ram, diffe rent iate, di stingui sh, ident ify, illu strate, infer,
outline, point out. relate, select, separate, su bd ivide
Level S. " Combi ne" --J. Synthesis: The ability to put parts together to fo rm a new w ho le. Th is may involve the production of a unique

communica tion (theme or speech), a plan of operations (research proposa l), or a set of abst ract relationships (scheme for classifyi ng information).
Illustrative verbs: categorize, combine, compile, compose, conceive, construct. create, design, devise, establish, formulate, generate, invent, make,

manage, modify, organize, originate, plan, propose, rearrange, reconstruc t, relate. reorganize, revise, rewrite, set up, summarize, tell, write
Level 6. HEva luate

Assessment: The ab ility to judge the value of material (statement , novel, poem, research report) fo r a given purpose. The
judgments are to be based on definite criteria . These may be internal criteria (orga nization) or external criter ia (releva nce to the purpose). The st udent
may determine the criteria or be given them.
H

_

Illustrative verbs: appraise, ascertain, choose, compare, conclude, contrast. criticize, decide, defend, describe, discrimi nate, expla in, interpret, justify,

relate, resolve, summarize, support, validate, write (a review)
* For a list of the core competencies, see Ust 2. Each type of health profesSions school (e.g., nursin g) is assigned a
given level of proficiency for each competency (for details. see Tables 1- 4). The six levels and the competencies
were developed in 2004 by experts from the four health professions schools of Columbia University.
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incorporation of the new material into
the core curriculum at each school. For a
list of the curriculum team members, see
the acknowledgments at the end of th is
article.
The curriculum team was initially
provided with resource materials
involving four important curriculum
topics in the area of bioterrorism
preparedness and response: recognition,
repo rting, treatment, and
interdisciplinary participation and
response. Bioterrorism prepared ness and
response curricula that have already been

developed for the health profess ions were
also provided to the team as models.
These included the curricuJa developed
by the Ame rica n College of Emergency
Physicians, 17 the International Nursing
Coalition of Mass Casualty Educat ion, 18
and by Landesman for schools of public
health. 19
The curriculum team then closely
evalu ated and compared the curricula
from their respective schools. It was
noted that there was some material
specifically related to disaster
preparedness within the core curriculum

at the school of nursing. but that the core
curricula for the schools of medicine,
dental and o ral surgery. and public health
had no explicit material related to
disaster preparedness or bioterrorism.
While disaster and bioterrorism material
may not have been explicitly found in the
curricula of these schools. the
presumption was that some of the
material was already in the curriculum
but prese nt ed as part of other subjects.
An example would be smallpox, which is
currently presented in the infectious
disease curriculum including covering

List 2
Summary of the Core Competencies for Teaching Emergency Preparedness to
Health Professions Students· 21
I. Emergency Management and Preparedness
1. Disaster Phases: list and describe the differen t phases of disasters.
2. Hazards Risk Assessment and Pfanning: Explain the concepts and describe selected methods of hazards risk assessment and aU-hazards
planning .

3. Response Functional Roles: Explain the concepts of and describe functional response roles for one's profeSSion , health agencies, and community
members.

4. Incident Command: Explain the concept of an incident command system and describe its functional components .
5. Integration with Emergency Management: List and describe the members of the local emergency management system and describe one's role
within it.
6 Communication: Explain the concepts of risk communication and describe the procedures for reporting possible disasters.
7. Governmental Resources and Authorities: List the governmental resources and outline the regulatory issues associated with emergency
management and response
8. Preparedness Evaluation: Describe evaluation activities such as table-top drills.

II, Terrorism and Public Health Emergency Preparedness
1. Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and Explosive (CBRNE) Agents: List the major classes of weapons and prevention strategies for each
of them.

2. Biological: List the Category A biological agents and describe their epidemiology, associated illnesses, and treatments; list the Category B
agents.

3. Chemical: List the major classes of chemical agents associated with potential terrorist activity and describe their routes of exposure, associated
ill nesses. and treatments .

4. Radiological/Nuclear: List the types of radiation associated w ith potentia l terrorist activity and describe their rout es of exposure, associated
ill nesses. and treatments.

5. Personal Protective Equipment: Describe the principles of and demonstrate the abil ity to select appropriate personal protective equipment.
III. Public Health Surveillance and Response Systems
1. Principles and Practice of Surveiffance: list and describe the principles and procedures of surveillance and su rveillance systems.
2. Public Health Interventions: List and describe the public health interventions that are part of a response to surveillance signals.
(Additional competencies for clinical personnel)
IV. Patient Care for Disasters. Terrorism. and Pubic Health Emergencies
1. History: Demonstrate the ability to take medical histories that identify symptoms associated with exposure to CB RNE agents.
2. Physical Examination: Demonstrate the ability to conduct physical examinations that identif y signs associated with exposure to CBRNE agents.
3. Differential: Demonst rate the abilit y to consider exposure to CBRNE agents when establishing differe ntial diagnoses and developing problem
lists .

4. Diagnosis: Demonstrate the ability to ru le out, when pOSSib le, or determine an accurate diagnosis of exposure to CBRNE agents.
5. Procedures and Laboratory Tests: Demonstrate the ability to incorporate evidence-based diagnostic procedures and laboratory studies to confirm
the diagnoses and/or causative agents.

6. Pharmaceutics: Knowledge of the pharmaceutics and pharmaceuticals used to combat CBRNE agents (e.g ., burn therapies, biochemical
antidotes, antibiotics, vaccines).

7. Treatment: W ithin the scope of one's professiona l practice, initiate physiolog ical and psychological interventions for treatment of biological,
chemical, radiological, and mass trauma injuries.

8. Identification of Incident Stress Reaction: Identify the signs and symptoms of acute or delayed critica l incident stress reaction among community
members or responders .

9. Treatment of Incident Stress Reaction: Demonstrate familiarity with a range of resources to address acute or delayed critica l incident stress
reactions among community members or responders .

10. Forensics: Demonstrate the ability to recog nize the need for, and to collect and preserve, forensic evidence from patients who may be victims of
a CB RNE event.
~

These competencies were developed in 2004 by experts from the four health professions schools of Columbia
University .
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Tabl e 1
Core Competency Subject Areas for Emergency Management Principles *

1. Phases of disaster management

Describe

Describe

Describe

Describe

Explain
"15escr"i"be'" .

Describe

Describe

Describe
Describe
Descri be

Describe

Describe

Describe

Describe

Describe

Exp la in

Describe""

Desc'iibe"

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

Describe

Discuss

Describe

Describe

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

Describe

Explain

list

Describe

Describe'"

Describe

Describe

...... ····Desc·rihe··

Describe

Describe

Describe

List

Describe

Describe

Describe

Desc'rihe'

Describe

Describe

Describe

Descri be

Oescribe

Describe

list

Describe

Describe

Describe

List

List

Describe

Describe

List

Describe

Explain

Desc ribe

Describe

Describe

Explain

Explain

Explain

Describe

2. Hazards risk assessment

a. Concept

bMethods
c. Uses

··-··-·····Oescribe··
"oe'scribe"
Describe

3. Functional response roles
a.Role ' of ·t"he -c it~ ze-ri:' -co·n;·m·u n iiY,-voiun-i e·er·s·: ' i3'ri d -va riou's'"

hea lth sectors and agencies in disaster planning and
response
b,-'c'Ci'ric e'Pt 'Of' dis'a's'te';" 're's'ponse"f"ij'netiCi'ria'I'r'Die; 'i3'n'd'the .
disaster response functiona l role for one's profeSSion
CO
.-Ab iiity't'o" pe dorm "ba'si'c' 'di's'ast'er -respo rls'e 'fu'ncti ona-i
roles that are commonly used in one's profession
d. Importance of ma intaining expertise and knowledge in
this area of practice, and pa rticipating in emergency
response drills
e. Ab iiity'to" a'ppiy -k-noV-:iedg'e'iln d' experi"e rlc'e 'to'rlew
sit uations that are posed by the emergency without
exceeding authority or capabilities
f. '1'n;'porta'nce'o( personai'a'ncf"fami'ly'p're'pa're'cfrie5s'an'd'th'e"
need to incorporate one's functional role into the
context of family and personal concerns

. Describe-Demonstrate
" " De'sc'iib'e'"

4. Incident command system

.. ·a·.·'C'oncePt'·of'·j·nC"i'de·nt 'command'iind iridden'i"'
Descri be
management, and how it is applied at the federal, state,
local, agency and institutiona l level
b:"C'o'ncept';3"nci'fu"nction'Qf';3"n"eme"rg"ency'operaiio-ns--" . ·················"[ie-scribe···
center

De'sc'ribe"

5. Integration with emergency management

a .Proce'sse's''anif iines· 0{'communlCa-tion 'in' 'coo'r(Ji'l1at'ed
multi-agency emergency response at the local, state,
and national level
" b:··C'o·ncepts·o(arli:fcontriblJticins·t"o··emerg·ency·re5po'nse .
evalua tion activities, exercises and scena r io ~ base d events
co.-Soc ia'i,"'mora I,-an-d-et h'i'ca i'dii3 iie ngOes ttl 'a t"em~iri ate -fro rT
l,.
disaster planning and response
6. Communication

····a·:·Risk·co'mm'un'ication"j:)rin'dpi'es'a"nd -th'eir"apiiiicat10";;"
during disasters
b. So'~ 'ice's''io' oti'ta-in-a ccu'r'at'e 'i'riformation"du'r'i'n'£i'a-Ii
phases of a disaster or other emergency event
7. Governmental resources and authority

....... ······ .. ··Desc-rlbe.. · .
emergency management and response at the local level,

···· a : · Sia-te · a·nd · fed·era r res·o~rc·es · thaTco-;;trib~te 't'o'"

e.g., SNS, DMAT, MMRS

b.. Bas'i'c' 'ie'ga'j and -r-eg·i.i a·tory·issu'es' reia'te'd''to 'e'n;'er'ge' Ii cy'
preparedness Including those pertai ning to healthcare
8. Preparedness evaluation

" (on'i;; ij'ution"of -on-e ;;;.'profession"i'o" reg~ iil'r-emergency"' .
response drills and evaluations as a means of maintaining
expe rtise and knowledge

* The information in this table was developed in 2004 by experts from the four health professions schools of
T

Columbia University
The school-specific requirements of levels of proficiency are indicated by the verbs (e.g., Mexpl a l n~) under each
type of school. For an explanation of how these words indicate levels of profiCiency, see List 1.
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Table 2
Core Competency Subject Areas for Terrorism and Public Health Emergency
Preparedness·

1. Chemical. biologic, radiologic, nuclear, and
explosive agents
a" Kno;;"le"dge"ath"e"ma")c;r""da55es"of" "chemica"L"
biologic, rad iolog ical, nuclear and explosive
agents that can be used as terrorist weapons
2. Biologic agents
"" a"" "Knowie"a ge""o"f""C"at"eg"o"rY"i.. "f)ioiog"lCar"ag"ents":"
including epidemiology, routes of exposure,
treatments, and infection control principles
S:" "j("now"led"ge""o{C"atego"ry""s""ijiojogi"C""a"gentii ""
3. Chemical agents
a" knowled"ge""o"{ "ge"ne"ra"r" "ciasses"a" "poteii"t:a"1
chemical weapons, including mechani sms of
exposure, decontamination and treatment
principles and concepts of personal protection
4. Radiological agents

a" Types"o{"r13"a"iaii"on"13"ssoCiateei" with""p"otent"iai"""
terrorist devices, including mechanisms of
distribution, effects of exposure, treatment and
personal protection

list

list

Describe

Describe

Demonstrate

Describe

Describe

Describe

list

Describe

Describe

Describe

Demonstrate

Describe

Describe

Describe

Describe

Describe

Describe

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

Describe

Describe

Describe

5. Personal protective equipment and
decontamination

a"

Bask" "pO
ri rIC ip"les of" "seie"ctioii""and "lise"of"" pO
ersona i"""

protective equipment appropriate to a range of
situations typical of one's profession
b" Pr"i"ncipies "and application""of decoii"tamination
~
I

The information in this table was developed in 2004 by experts from the four health professions schools of
Columbia University "
The school-specific requirements of levels of proficiency are indicated by the verbs (e "g", "explain") under each
type of school. For an explanation of how these words indicate levels of proficiency, see List 1"

modes of transmission and disease
presentation. But this material is
presented from a historical perspective as
an eradicated disease and not as a
possible terrorism agent.
In determining appropriate core content
for each school. the team was guided by
the need to identify and develop both
cross-disciplinary and school -specific
material. An example of school-specific
content is dental forensics, which might
be required at a dental school but not at a

school of public health.
The first step in developing curricula for
each of the schools was to define the
competencies that make up the desired
outcome for the curricula. This included
both core and discipline-specific
competencies. The team also identified a
need to provide additional clarity to the
existing clinical competencies for direct
patient care within the health professions.
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It was soon apparent that while core
competencies existed for each school, the
expected level of proficiency varied
among the schools" The various schools
of the health sciences use different
language to describe levels of proficiency,
which are based on the requirements of
their respective accreditation bodies.
Therefore, a common nomenclature was
needed as an aid to the competency
development effort. The curriculum team
agreed to a common set of proficiency
terminology based on a modification of
Bloom's educational taxonomy.20
The next phase of the project involved an
exhaustive search of the medical
literature via Medline, Cinhal, Embase.
and other literature databases. The
curriculum team sought peer-reviewed
articles discussing the education of health
care providers in emergency
preparedness and terrorism. including

articles on competency development" The
search revealed that literature on
competencies for emergency and
terrorism preparedness was relatively
sparse" The literature did contain several
important articles on training programs
specific to health care disciplines, but
none of these presented a set of
competencies that had been included in
the design of training programs"
Because of the paucity of peer-reviewed
literature, the search was supplemented
with publications from both
accreditation bodies and professional
organizations. This included documents
discussing competencies for medical 10
and nursing schools,21 as well as some
preliminary work in dental education. 22
These documents were based somewhat
on materials developed by federal
agencies, which dealt with the roles
played by the various health professions
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Table 3
Core Competency Subj ect Areas for Public Health Surveillance and Response *

1 . Principles and practice of surveillance

a.Prii1Ci"p le·s·o(" si:Jrv·ei jia·nce·· a·neff rld"iv·i·dual re p·o rti ni;i ..... .. ·· App IY·..
of potential or act ual emerge ncies that co uld
aff ect the hea lth of a community

b:··P r·oc·ed"Li r·es·use<j" to·· cell·lect· pat! en! data fo·r
surveillance or tracking

.... ... . .... ·i:p·piY·...

c. Unusual clinical scenarios that may represent

.........

·1·de·ntif·Y·

Describe

list

Describe

l ist

Demonstra t e
Demo nstrate

Demonstrate

Describe

Describe

Describe

sentinel cases of victims of an unannounced use
of CBRNE agents l

2. Interventions
a. ·pubi ic··heait·i1· i·nterve·nti· ons·that··are·

·part· of ·ihe·

response to public health emergencies such as the
use of CBRNE agents'
~

The information in this table was developed in 2004 by experts from the four health professions schools of
Columbia University.
t The school.specific requiremen ts of levels of proficiency are indicated by the verbs (e.g .• "explain") under each
type of school. For an explanation of how these words indicate levels of proficiency, see List 1.
• CBRN E means chemical, biologic, radiologic, nuclear, and explosive.

in emergency preparedness. However,
there were no documents that defined
core competencies across all health care
disciplin es,

graduates. These experts tried to
determine if the competencies provided
the app rop riate preparation of our
students to fulfill their roles as the ir
future trainees and employees.

The curriculum tE".:Im th e. n e.valll .:lted each
of the available competencies for areas of
overlap that cou ld form the basis for a
cross-disciplin ary core curriculum. Those
that remained were ass igned to the
school-specific category. Then, a second
gro up of experts in education, eme rgency
preparedness, terro rism, and public
heal th were cha rged wi th developing a set
of core and school-specific competencies
to ensure th at key areas were not
overlooked. The competencies created by
th e expert s were merged with those
developed by the curriculum team.

• Emergency management and
preparedness
• Terrorism and public health emergency
preparedness
• Public health surveillance and response
• Patient care for disasters, terrorism,
and public health emergencies

The competencies were fi nalized thro ugh
an itera tive process that involved review,
comment, and extensive editing. A
proficiency level was assigned to each
competency for each school, based on the
agreed-on nomenclature. (The six levels
are described in List I. ) The one
exception was the patient ca re
competencies wh ich were only applied to
those schools whose students will provide
direct patien t ca re, This effort was then
evaluated by experts from hospital
systems, universities, public health
agencies, governmental agencies, and
emergency management agencies, the
"end-users" of our health care schools'

Proficiency levels were ass igned to each
of the fo ur health care discip lin es (i.e.,
medicine, dentistry, nursing, and pu blic
health ) invo lved in the project. This
allows students at each school to cover a
com mon set of core competencies, but at
varying levels of expected profi ciency. Fo r
example, nursing or public health
students will not be expected to achieve
the sa me level of cl inical proficiency as
medical students in certain clinical areas
such as whi ch pharmace utical agent to
presc ribe for ce rtain agents including
contra indications and in teractions with
other pharmaceuticals. However,
consistency in content of core
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competencies is key to emergency
preparedness planning at all levels. For
this reason, it is esse ntial that such
consistency be fostered across a broad
spectrum of health care fields of
education.

Core Competencies

The co re competencies were placed into
four categories that represent broad
subject areas:

A summ ary of the content areas and the
core com petencies can be fou nd in List 2.
Tables 1 through 4 ou tlin e ' he detailed
co mpetencies within the four broad
competency categor ies (each table treats a
diffe rent category), as well as the
proficiency levels assigned by eac h of the
four health care disciplines.
Discussion

After the terrorist eve nts of 200 1, it
became apparen t that the entire health
care workforce needed to become better
educated in the areas of terrorism and
emergency preparedness. Proper
preparedness also requires clear, crossdisciplinary connect ions betwee n
departmen ts of public health and other
health ca re entities. Lack of coordination
across the public health and health ca re
communities and disciplines is one of the
main barriers to heal th care prepa red ness
in the United States. This has been
documented in both the peer-reviewed
and general literature as th e "silo"
approach to preparedness, which hinders
efforts to become better prepared.
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Ta ble 4
Core Competency Subject Areas for Patent Care for Disasters, Terrorism, and
Public Health Emergencies*

1. Take medical histories that:
a. Determine the absence or presence symptoms that are
characteristic of exposure to CB RNE agents~

NfA

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

b.

NJA

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

NfA

Demonstrate

Describe

Describe

NfA

Demonstrate

Describe

List

a. are guided by exposure or potential exposure to CBRNE

NfA

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

b. determine the absence or presence of physical signs that are
characteristic of exposure to CBRNE agents f

NfA

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

3. Identify patterns of signs and symptoms likely to be
associated with occult exposure to CBRNE agents~

NJA

Demonstrate

Describe

Demonstrate

4 . Interpret results of the medical history, physical
examination, and diagnostic evaluation to accurately
diagnose CORNE agent exposure I

NfA

Describe

Describe

Describe

5. Incorporate evidence-based diagnostic procedures and
laboratory studies to confirm the diagnoses and/or
causative agents

NfA

Describe

Describe

Describe

6. Knowledge of signs and symptoms of acute or delayed
critical incident stress reaction among community
members o r responders

NfA

Demonstrate

Describe

Demonstrate

7. Pharmaceutics and pharmaceuticals used to combat
CBRNE agents, e.g., burn therapies. biochemical
antidotes, antibiotics, vaccines ~

NfA

Identify (and describe
range of resources to
address)

Describe

Describe

a. Acute care management

NJA

Describe and provide care
as appropriate to specific
positiOn/role

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

b. Long-term management

NJA

Describe and provide care
as appropriate to specific
position/role

List

List

c. Attention to mental health concerns

NfA

Describe and provide care
as appropriate to specific
position/role

Describe

Demonstrate

d. Referrals

NfA

Describe and provide care
as appropriate to specific
position/role

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

e. Consultation with public health authorities

NfA

Describe and provide care
as appropriate to specific
positiOn/role

Describe

Describe

The ability to use appropriate pre<:autions to prevent
agent
exposure to other patients, care providers, and themselves (e.g .,
isolation, de<:ontamination, personal prote<:tive equipment,
appropriate waste disposal)t

NfA

Describe and provide care
as appropriate to spe<:ific
pOSition/role

Demonstrate

Demonstrate

9. Recognize the need for, and collect and preserve,
forensic evidence from patients who may be victims of a
CORNE event f

NfA

Describe

Demonstrate

Describe

patients who may have psychological trauma after a
event~

c.
d.

occupational and psychosocial risks
CBRNE agents~

exposure to

exposures to potential CBRNE agents, including type
agent. ti ming, and length of exposure,*,

2. Ability to conduct physical exams that:

8. Consider critical aspects of treatment plans for patients
who may have been affected physically and/or
psychologically by CORNE agents, including ':

" The information in th is table was developed in 2004 by experts from the four health professions schools of
Columbia University.
t The school-specific requirements of levels of proficiency are indicated by the verbs (e.g ., "explain") under each
type of school. For an explanation of how these words indicate levels of proficiency, see List 1.
t CBRNE means chemical. biologic, radiologic. nuclear, and explosive
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Ensuring a unified and coordinated
approach to preparedness requires that
benchmarks and standards be consistent
across health ca re and public health
disciplin es. This effort needs 10 be
consistent over time to ensure long-term
preparedness. Commonality of education
and consistency of content among core
competencies is essential for a unified
and coordinated approach.
As stated earlier. educational initiatives
have so far been focused on providing
bioterrorism and emergency
preparedness training to the existing
health care workforce. However. recent
attention has begun to focus on courses
for the health care students that represent
the future pop ulation of health
professionals. As health professions
schools prepare 10 educate these students.
it is important to remember that the
needs of students may differ from those
of practitioners. In fact. we feel th at there
is a fundamental difference between
educational competencies and
occupational co mpetencies. so that
existing programs in continuing
education can not simply be applied to
the academic setting. Before designing
new educational programs for students.
one mu st first define the competencies
addressed by the proposed material. The
project we have described above
represen ts a first attempt to define
competencies for student education in
emergency an d terrorism preparedness.

and terrorism preparedness
competencies. However. we recognize
that the fields of emergency management
and bioterro rism/di saster preparedness
advance on a regular basis. and these
competencies must change over time as
part of this advance ment. In addition
these competencies need to be adopted
by other health professions schools. As a
first step towards this goa l it is important
that the accreditation bodies for each of
the different health professions schools
review these competencies and integrate
them into the requirements for
accreditation of schools. At the same time
health professions schools must map
these competencies against their existing
curriculum to determine those elements
already covered and those requiring
either mod ificatio n or addition to the
curriculum. Future efforts will also need
to include the training of health
professions facult y so that there will be a
cadre of individuals able to teach this new
material at the health professions schools.

In addition to establishing the necessary
foundation to develop emergency and
terrorism preparedness curr icula and
creating a set of core competencies
applicable to all health professions
students. the curriculum team has also
shown that nonclinical practitioners can.
and, indeed. must be included in this
process. In fact. although initially
directed at dental. medical, nursing, and
public health students. th ese
competencies can easily be adapted to
other health care disciplines. The primary
variations would be in the assignment of
proficiency levels and decisions about the
need for clinical competencies.
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The competencies th at we have
established serve as a starting point for a
set of curricula that cut across health care
disciplines. These competencies can help
ensure that all health care graduates
possess a common, co re set of emergency
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